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Crizzling

April 2016

Brown mentioned that some early Charles Kaziun
weights were prone to this problem (one collector
confirmed that she has one such weight and also
knows of one Sandwich weight that also has the
same condition), although he said early Francis
Whittemore weights never exhibit the condition.

Reprinted from March 1993 DVPCA Newsletter

No one who collects glass paperweights is unaware
of the fragility of their material. Glass is prone to
fracturing, chipping, scratching, and even decay
if buried for a long time in damp earth. Some
of these problems can be prevented by careful
handling: others are intrinsic and caused by glass
forming methods or chemical formulation. One such
problem came to light recently through an article in
the January, 1993 issue of ARTnews. At least 10%
of the objects in the Victoria & Albert Museum’s
glass collection are suffering from a glass disease
called “crizzling” or “crisselling,” an irreversible
condition which causes the glass to decay by the
formation of a network of tiny fractures that cause
small bits of the glass to flake away. Transparent
objects become sugary and opaque and may look
like a fractured safety glass windshield. The glass
can deteriorate to the point of collapse.

Glass in the early stages of crizzling can be
identified by moisture, sometimes sour-smelling,
on the surface, which reappears after being wiped
away. The glass seems to “sweat.” This sent us
to our paperweights made by John Degenhart,
Midwestern weight maker (1884-1964), which
have sweated for years so much that a paper label
would not stick. Sure enough, we found evidence
of the initial stages of crizzling small flaked areas
on the top surfaces which looked similar to, but
were not, impact fractures. A clue to the problem
in Degenhart weights may be found in American
Glass Paperweights and Their Makers, by Jean
Melvin, where it is mentioned on page 24 that lead
crystal is preferred over lime crystal. Mrs. Elizabeth
Degenhart then gives the recipe for lime crystal
presumably used by her husband, a recipe which
does not include lead oxide.

The cause of this condition is the formulation of
the glass metal itself - as a result of an excess of
alkali. According to Felice Mehlman in Phaidon
Guide to Glass, “...this is an occurrence which has
plagued the initial productions of many new glasshouses...”, and indeed crizzling has been reported
in glass objects as widely scattered in time and
location as those from 17th century China, 16th
and 17th century Venice and England, and 20th
century Scandinavia. In 17th century England, the
problem was solved by George Ravenscroft, who
added lead oxide to the melt, resulting in the first
lead glass. Apparently the Chinese also solved the
problem by the 18th century. Phoebe Phillips, editor
of The Encyclopedia of Glass, says that it still occurs
by accident. At the January DVPCA meeting. Ken

What can you do for crizzling weights? Not much.
The V & A conservator says that they wash the
items very carefully, but essentially have left them
to their fate and are concentrating on protecting by
climate control those as yet unaffected. Mehlman
recommends a dry atmosphere and moderate room
temperature with no direct sunlight. This may slow
the process of deterioration, which luckily for lovers
of fine glass is a long, slow one.
By: Sue Sutton
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DVPCA Winter Meeting
Review of Events
January 30, 2015

for the Newsletter and encouraged these contributions.
She announced that the chapter would like to create an
anniversary weight. Andy Dohan immediately volunteered
to lead this endeavor.

Welcome

New Business

President Toby Hawley opened the meeting at 11:00 and
welcomed our new and returning members and guests.
Among the guests were the Oudheusden family (Barbara,
Frank, Maggie, Maryann and Walter). Also attending as
a guest of Leonard Kornit for the first time was Kathy
Polansky who became a new member and Anne and Jim
Wood attending for the first time as a guest of Andrew
& Nancy Scott who also became new members. Toby
outlined the day’s Agenda (morning lecture by Susie
Kaplan Jacobson and afternoon presentation by Cathy
Richardson) and added that we would be announcing the
Barbara Stitt Award after the luncheon.

Phil Edelman announced that the Ohio River Valley
Paperweight Collectors Association will hold a meeting at
the Blenko Glass factory in Milton, WV March 11-12, 2016
(Phil will be speaking—another reason to put this on your
calendar!). Paperweight Fest will be held at WheatonArts
May 12-14, 2016. Phil also reiterated that the next PCA
Convention will be held April 26-29, 2017 in Norfolk, VA.
The Chrysler Museum has an extensive glass collection.
Sandy Mikelberg reported on behalf of the Nominating
Committee (i.e. herself). She was delighted to announce
that all of the officers (save Mrs. Hawley) have happily
agreed to stand once again for election. Not wanting to
use Cuba as a role model, Toby Hawley has refused to be
proclaimed President-for-Life. Sandy beseeched others
to step up, especially during this political year, and throw
their hats into the ring. Toby Hawley then mentioned
that Clinton Smith, in inquiring about the Barbara Stitt
Award, said that he could use $1500 for a new grinder,
not necessarily education. Since the Stitt Award is truly
for education, President Hawley asked the membership
if they would like to vote to take $1000 from the chapter’s
reserve funds to give to Clinton towards his grinder (like
the chapter did for Allison Rusza after Hurricane Sandy).
The vote carried.

Morning Program
Susie Kaplan Jacobson gave a new lecture on old
paperweights. With a mixture of humor, chutzpah and
heavenly slides, she presented famous antique European
paperweights from 1845-1860. Among them were: Bird
in the Nest and Silkworms (both attributed to Pantin);
Baccarat triple and a striped Dahlia; a Clichy double and
rare white staves with rose; Saint Louis turnips (sadly
without dripping butter) and a fruity SL piedouche. There
were also the American, Mt. Washington dimensional
shaded rose and the New England Glass quince (lovely
enough to make preserves). And what to do about those
Russian weights: mysterious and precious.

Treasurer’s Report
Don Formigli presented the chapter’s year-end financial
statement. The chapter had $6,694.00 in income and
$6,434.66 in expenses, leaving us with a positive balance
of $259.34. Don pointed out that our dues and raffle
money help off-set the cost of the luncheons. There was
general wondering-out-loud about increasing our dues
or luncheon fees. Len Kornit made a motion to increase
our dues to $30 a year and our luncheon fees to $23.
It was seconded. However, during the discussion period,
it was asked what the chapter would be doing with the
extra money raised. Some voiced funding up-and-coming
artists (since the Stitt Award is for established artists);
some wanted to simply increase the chapter’s reserves.
Some did not want to raise the price of either so as not
to discourage new members from joining or attending
the meetings. Still others questioned why we were even
considering doing anything at all. Don and Toby were
asked if the chapter needed the money. They both
replied that the chapter’s finances are stable and that
we ended the year with a positive balance; therefore, no.
Phil Edelman suggested that we table this motion until
the next meeting, allowing all members to read about it
in the Newsletter and make an informed decision after
absorbing all the facts. Everyone breathed a huge sigh of

Lunch
A delicious lunch was enjoyed by everyone. Those who
had the soup said it was a perfect remedy for a winter day.
Those who got the pork said it was fantastic and raved
about the stuffing. Those with the chicken said it made
them feel like actually being in Maryland; those with the
pasta said: Hey, I want more veggies! But only the lactoseintolerant did not like the ice-cream cake.

Barbara Stitt Award
Toby Hawley presented the Barbara Stitt Artist Education
Award to Cathy Richardson. Cathy’s grant application
outlined how she would like to study etching under
Katherine Coleman at Corning. Dr. Richardson graciously
thanked the DVPCA for the $1500 Award and will donate
a paperweight, based on her new training, to the chapter
for auction.

Old Business
President Hawley thanked members for their articles
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relief and went back to sipping their coffee or tea, recently
refreshed after “last call” was announced by the wait staff.

Guest Artist Clinton Smith

Newsletter Report

Inspired by nature in my surroundings in Berkshire County,
I have been creating my art in the forms of paperweights,
blown glass, sculptural and lampworked glass for the last
16 years.

Bio reprinted from his web site

Don Formigli asked new members to write “Meet the New
Members” pieces for the Newsletter. This is an excellent
way for the rest of the members to get to know you and
your collecting interests.

I was raised in Litchfield County, CT and became interested
in glass, at the age of 19 when I visited Tim Bristow’s glass
studio in Webatuck Craft Village in New York. Bristow
offered me an apprenticeship and I worked under him for
two years. After the apprenticeship, I worked at Arnold
Larson’s glass studio in Poughquag, NY, Gilmore Glass in
Millerton, NY, and several other local shops before I was
hired as a full time gaffer at Gartner Blade in Ashley Falls,
MA. I have been with Gartner Blade for 11+ years now.

Raffle
The Raffle again was a fun time all-around and netted
$195 for the chapter’s coffers. Thank you to those who
contributed prizes.

Afternoon Program

As a self taught lampworker, I had experimented with
various lampworking techniques finding the results
beautiful, but quite fragile. I soon realized that I could
take the fragile lampworked elements and encase them
in glass. I was hooked on the paperweight technique. My
paperweights emerged half a dozen years later through
trial, error and perseverance.

Cathy Richardson entertained and informed the members
with her thematic approach to her weights, based on
plants, flowers or creatures. Reared on the East Coast,
and trained as a geologist, she has an affinity for the
earth and all of its natural wonders. She divided the first
half of her talk in various series: marine life, Minnesota
wildflowers and Brazilian flora. The second half of her
talk focused on technique, particularly her venture into
etching. Her talk was well-received and people flocked to
her table to view in person what they had heard during her
presentation.

I started dating my wife, Katie in 2004, although we were
friends since the mid 90’s when we went to high school
together. In 2006, we moved to Berkshire County to be
close to Gartner Blade. Katie who is a Middle School
Art Teacher and a professional photographer found the
Berkshires to inspire her artwork and her teaching style.
We married in 2008 and bought our first home in 2010.
We share a two story glass/photo studio on our property.
Our son Charlie was born in 2012. Charlie enjoys my
paperweights, but thinks they are balls, and that can be
a problem.

Adjournment
President Hawley ended the meeting at 2:20 with her plea
to “Shop, Shop, Shop.” And the members Did, Did, Did.
Respectfully submitted by Lee Arnold, scribe pro tempore

I am constantly amazed by the variety of animals and
flowers out in our yard. My artwork is directly related to
my love of the flora and fauna in the Berkshires. Besides
my passion for glass, I am an avid outdoor man and enjoy
fishing, traditional archery, and hiking.

Cathy Richardson getting the
Barbara Stitt award.
John Hawley, Andy Dohan,
Jim Lefever & Marty Mikelberg
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Cathy Richardson with display of her work.

Virginia Glass Finds by Lee Arnold
and Neal Demp

Mass Glass Musings

A recent trip to Virginia’s James River
peninsula, over the New Year, brought
not only an enjoyable time, but also glass
finds. Our base was Williamsburg, but we
knew we also wanted to venture out to
Jamestown. Prior to our departure, Lee
mentioned that he would like to pick up a
piece of Jamestown Glass. Jamestown
Glass is made at Historic Jamestowne
Fig. 1
[yes, they add that silly “e”] (a site run by
the National Park Service). The colonists
first made glass in Jamestown in 1608. A quick Googlesearch of Jamestown Glass and paperweights revealed
there are versions of that iconic green glass, formed into
a disc-shaped weight. Armed with
that knowledge, Lee and Neal
disembarked from the Amtrak rail
station in Williamsburg with visions
of every shop selling what we
desired. Not quite…

Many of the glassworkers at the New
England Glass Company
emigrated from France.
Coming from Baccarat,
St. Louis, and Clichy,
these workers were
familiar
with
the
paperweights produced
by these great French
glass factories. At NEGC
Fig. 1
they sometimes tried
their hand at copying
some of those designs, most likely at the request of their
bosses. Sometimes they succeeded, sometimes we are
left with pieces that can charitably be called good efforts.

by John D. Hawley

In this, the first of two articles, we look at garlands, a
rare motif at NEGC. As I noted in earlier Musings, NEGC
tended to use larger diameter canes than the French and
these were more difficult to place (and keep) in the desired
position. As a result, the
finished product often
appeared
somewhat
crude. This is true
with our first example,
a quatrefoil garland
(Figure 1). It’s a good
attempt, but the pattern
is somewhat skewed. A
big bonus is the muslin
ground, something rarely
seen in NEGC weights.
The
same
problem
exists in the weight of
Fig. 2
Figure 2, a garland of
circlets. One really has to look closely to see what the
intent of the glassworker was as the canes meander a
bit in the design. Once again the rare muslin ground is a
plus. Our last example (Figure 3), a garland of circlets on
a clear ground, is the clearest pattern of the three; there
is no question as to what the design is supposed to be.
The bad thing about it is
the clear ground – just
imagine how much nicer
this weight would appear
if it were on a muslin
or latticinio ground. On
the other hand, we can
forgive the glassworker
for this omission as he
made this weight very
desirable by including
a total of eighteen bee
silhouette canes in two
of the garlands.
Fig. 3

We spent the first half of the next
day touring Colonial Williamsburg,
Fig. 2
but without success finding our
paperweight. That afternoon, with
limited time, we took a taxi to Jamestown Settlement [no
extra “e”] (an historical interpretive site administered by
the Commonwealth of Virginia). We were told you could
pick up glass at that site. We enjoyed the museum and
the recreated ships, fort, and Powhatan village, but could
not wait to hit the gift shop. There was indeed Jamestown
green glass, but not a paperweight to be found. Lee did find
a lovely Jamestown Glass wine
decanter to buy for Neal (since
Neal has a green pitcher collection
in the kitchen)—see Figure 1.
Back in Williamsburg the next
day, Neal got tired of hearing
Lee complain about not finding
a paperweight and discovered a
solution (see Figure 2). After an
hour, Neal relented and bought
Fig. 3
a blue cat figurine by the local
Shelton Glass Works for Lee.
This kitty (see Figure 3) is now part of Lee’s “cat-choir.”
Without the elusive Jamestown Glass paperweight in
hand, we departed back to Philadelphia with perhaps
lighter luggage but heavier hearts.
Not to be stymied, Lee searched
the ever-reliable eBay and found
a lovely green Jamestown Glass
paperweight with the image of the
historic ship, Susan Constant, and
snatched it up—see Figure 4.

Fig. 4

What a great way to start off the
New Year!
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Meet new member Erika Appleby
Born and educated in Germany. I met my husband
David while he was in the US military and stationed
in Munich.We lived in Europe for some time and later
moved to the USA, where we raised our son Warren,
who is an artist and graduated from Tyler School of
Art in Philadelphia. My husband was a teacher and
published author of 3 books and many short stories.
Sadly, I lost my husband David last July, but in my
heart he will always be with me. My son is married
and I have a wonderful and loving daughter in law and
three lovely granddaughters.

Susie Jacobson giving program on Important Antique
Paperweights in auction

I am an artist and I enjoy painting in many different
styles and mediums. I’ve attended art school in Munich
Germany and here in the USA and I also studied
Chinese Brush Painting.
Many of my paintings were featured in Downtown LA
Life Magazine, International. I am a member of the
Bucks-Mont Art League. Painting brings me joy and
keeps me happy.
Many thanks to my friend Rosemary Kozak who
introduced me to this wonderful Paperweight Collectors
Association
... I enjoy the
very
interesting
meetings and it
gives me great
pleasure to be a
new member.
My best wishes to
all :) ****

Rosemary Kozak & Erika Appleby

Erika

Susie Jacobson & Phil Edelman

New members Kathy Polansky, Erika Appleby, Jim &
Anne Wood

Rafflle prizes
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Bill Bauersfeld, David Leavitt & David Graeber

Kathy Polansky & Don Formigli

Jill & Bill Bauersfeld
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ELECTION ANNOUNCEMENT

DVPCA
2015 Profit & Loss Statement
INCOME

Meeting Reservations
Garden Party Reservations
Raffles
Dues
Newsletter Ads
Auctions of donated weights
Auction of books and misc. items
Sale of paperweight acrylic stands
		

TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSE

Williamson’s
Garden Party
Action Graphics - Newsletters
Contest Prizes
Raffle Prizes
Dues
Supplies, stamps and cards

Financial
Data
TOTAL EXPENSE For
NET INCOMEMembers
Only

DVPCA would like to create a slate for president
for the next two years. If you are interested in
filling this position, please email Sandy Mikelberg
mrsonene@comcast.net

$ 3,360.00
$ 525.00
$ 712.00
$ 1,500.00
$ 125.00
$ 165.00
$ 349.00
$ 28.00

The slate will be presented at the April meeting.
The slate will be voted on in July.
The new officers will be installed in October.

$ 6,694.00
$ 4,421.22
$ 525.00
$ 1044.12
$ 25.60
$ 239.12
$ 50.00
$ 129.60

$ 6.434.66

$ 259.34

DVPCA

Don Formigli with paperweight by Cathy Richardson

NOTE:
Average cost of luncheon
at Williamson’s is $25.70/meal.
This includes the morning coffee service.
When complimentary meals for
speakers are included,
the average cost is $26.47/meal.
So far we have been able to cover the
difference partially from raffles, partially
from dues and other income items.

David Graeber, Neil Demp & Dorothy Disney
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Excerpts from the ClosePack Contest
at 2014 Paperweight Fest by Andy Dohan

The following captioned photos were taken from the
program presented at Paperweight Fest 2014.

Murano

Paul Ysart

Drew Ebelhare
Saint Louis

Ysart Brothers

Gary Scrutton
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J

FUN CORNER

FUN CORNER –MULTIPLE CHOICE –WT ID
by Diane Atkerson
1. a. Chinese
b. Antique New
England
c. Caithness

2. a. Debbie Tarsitano
b. Paul Stankard
c. Ken Rosenfeld

3. a. Jim D’Onofrio
b. Ken Rosenfeld
c. Gordon Smith

4. a. Joe Rice
b. St. Clair
c. Gentile

5. a. David Graeber
b. Ken Rosenfeld
c. Trabuccos

6. a. St. Louis
b. Murano
c. Lundberg
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The Scramble
Welcome to new members Kathy Polansky from
Bensalem, PA and Anne & Jim Wood from Glenside,
PA. They attended the January 2016 meeting and
joined then.
The recent October 2015 quarterly magazine “All
About Glass” published by The Museum of American
Glass in West Virginia has an article by Paul Dunlop
on How is a Glass Paperweight Made? A copy of the
article will be available at our April meeting.
The Profit and Loss Statement for 2015 included in
this newsletter shows that we operated with a small
profit of $259. This would indicate that the current
membership and lunch fees are at a sustainable level.

Sue Sutton & Diane Atkerson

Remember that we have a table at all our meetings
for members to show their recent acquisitions.

Fun Corner Answers:
1.b, 2.a, 3.c, 4.a, 5.b, 6.c

Sandy & Marty Mikelberg

CALENDAR

Advance Meeting Dates, Guests and Related Events
Susie Jacobson & Cathy Richardson
May 12-14, 2016: Paperweight Fest at Wheaton Arts
July 16, 2016: Summer Meeting and Garden Party
Guest Dealer: William Pitt of Englewood, FL
Guest Artists: Yaffa and Jeff Todd from Chattanooga, TN
October 15, 2016: Fall Meeting with Installation of Officers
Guest Dealer: Ben Drabeck from Shutesbury, MA
Guest Artist: TBA

SAVE THESE DATES AND PLAN TO ATTEND!

All Saturday Meetings at:
WILLIAMSOM’S RESTAURANT, HORSHAM, PA

Pat Ackerman, Jere Gibber & J.G. Harrington
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Spring Meeting Announcement
Saturday, April 16, 2016

LUNCHEON RESERVATIONS
April 16, 2016

At Williamson Restaurant, 200 Blair Mill Road (Route
611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road) Horsham, PA.

Luncheon Choices @ $20 per person

Located two traffic lights north of PA. Turnpike Exit
343 (Doylestown/Willow Grove).

(#) Chicken Marsala, Sauteed
Mushrooms and Marsala Wine

Telephone (215) 675-5454
(#) Baked Tilapia, Parmesan Crusted,
Herb Butter

9:00 AM Dealers and Artists setup
10:00 AM Paperweight Fair with Guest Dealer L.H.
Selman from Chicago, IL and Guest Artist
Clinton Smith from Hinsdale, MA
11:00 AM John Hawley will speak on Antique
American Flora Paperweights.
12 Noon Lunch – Sale of raffle tickets.
1:00 PM Business Meeting: Announcements,
reports from floor, raffle, etc.
1:30 PM Guest Artist Clinton Smith will speak.

(#) Penne Pasta, Vodka Rosa Sauce

$

Luncheon Total

Names

Please mail this tear off slip with your
selections and check to:

DVPCA

2:30 PM Paperweight Fair continues.

c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive
Levittown, PA 19055

NO LATER THAN APRIL 11, 2016
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Sue Sutton. It has led Toby to appoint Sue as corA reminder: Glass Weekend at WheatonArts is beresponding secretary for the chapter. Her duties will 12 ing held from June 10-11, 2011. Reservations need
be to write thank you notes, letters of sympathy andPAGE 12to be in soon.
any other needed correspondence.

